
Siesta Co.

1101483 - Tuna Belly In Organic Evoo
Siesta Co tuna belly in organic EVOO
- Ventresca or toro is a prized cut of tuna belly, known for its rich flavor and delicate texture
- Hand-packed in Spain with sustainably caught tuna belly
- Preserved in organic extra virgin olive oil, enhancing the natural flavor of the fish
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Beloved in Spanish culture and often considered the finest part of the fish, ventresca is a prized cut of tuna belly, known for its rich flavor and delicate
texture.
Each tin is hand-packed in Spain with sustainably caught tuna belly and preserved in organic extra virgin olive oil, enhancing the natural flavor of the
fish. The result is tender and flavorful tuna belly that will delight your taste buds with its buttery texture and subtle, yet distinct taste.
Enjoy it straight out of the can, in a salad, or paired with a glass of wine for a true moment of bliss. Whether you're a fan of Spanish tinned fish or just
beginning to upgrade your pantry, this tuna belly is a must-try product that embodies the essence of Siesta's mission to bring the authentic taste of
Spain to your table.
Ingredients: Light tuna belly fillets, organic extra virgin olive oil, sea salt.
Net Weight: 4 oz.

Light tuna belly filets, organic
extra-virgin olive oil, sea salt

Contains:

Free From:

Brand Manufacturer Product Category

Siesta Co. Tipic Inc

UPC MFG # SPC # GTIN Pack Pack Desc.

787790164968 TUNABELLY10PCK 1101483 20787790164962 10/4 OZ

Gross Weight Net Weight Country of Origin Kosher Child Nutrition

2.93lb 2.5lb Spain No

Shipping Information

Length Width Height Volume TIxHI Shelf Life Storage Temp From/To

12.5in 4.75in 3in 0.1ft3 38x14 949days 60°F / 77°F

Refrigerate after opening

On its own, on a toast, salad, pasta.

On its own, on a toast, salad, pasta.
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